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omen la\vyers still are a minority of
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legal practitioners and still encounter
discimination and patronization. Women also
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have come a very long way in the profession and
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their presence and impact continues to grow.
The progress was evident, for cxample,
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Professional Development Symposiun~,held in
April under sponsorship of the Law School and
the Women Law Students Association.
"You've got to be your primary advocate,"
advised panelist Trina Jones, '9 1 , a professor at
Duke Law School. "Figure out how the system
works. Be open to support from the most
unlikely sources."

Gmdztnte lools i17side lzate crime e~?forcenze~zt

"It is extremely important to enjoy going
to work each day," reported Kimberly Cahill,

Alartl7n \Vright Gri-fitl?s,'40

'85, of Schoenherr & Cahlll PC in Center Line,

\II~klconre

Michigan. "You are a part of the community.

Class Notes

You have a talent to sell -your skill as a

111 A4e11zoriam

lawyer -but you also have your reputation."
Noting that her undergraduate class was the
fourth at Dartmouth to include women, the
Hon. Shelia Johnson, '84, recently elected as
the first African American judge on Michigan's
46th District Court, reported that at the U-M

Influences
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Law School "you have the opportunity to meet
people of all walks of life, and you won't realizc
how important this is until you are in practice.
Get out in the community.That will help your
practice ."
Sally Katzen, '67, who served in the White
House during the Carter and Clinton administrations, rccalled her risky move as a young
lawyer to join Carter's staff as "the best decision
I ever made" and her nearly eight years in the
Clinton White House as "thc best run I have
ever experienced ."
"The pressure [in] the fishbowl was
enormous," she said. "So were thc rcwards.
One person can make a difference.
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"I felt bcttcr about myself every single

Among her other points:

Francis A. Allen Collegiate Professor of

dav, because I had helped somcthing

When Microsoft was launching MSN

Law Christina B. Whtrnan, '74, opened

happcn or prevented somcthing stupid

there were many thorny legal questions

the s>mposium and greeted participants.

from happcning.

. . . I was not building a

to answer and the firm chose the lawyer

Bridget McCormack, ne~vlynamed

resumi., but I was building a rcputation."

most knowledgeable in the field, a

associate dean for clinical affairs (see story

There were drawbacks. "I was 5 foot
1 2 ,"she joked. "There were no 6 foot

voung woman who recently had joined

on page 37) provided closing remarks.

the corporation. "It didn't matter that

Follocving the symposium, the Women

women then." (But "keep the chip off your
shoulder," she advised later in response to a

reported.

outstanding faculty award to Whltman.

questioner. "You have t o live in the world.

"Make some educated guesses, take

she was a woman, or young," Snapp

Law Students Association presented its

Change it when you can. Accept it when

some risks. Typically when you look

In the future the award will be known
as the Christina B. Whitman Award.

you have to.")

back there was not as much risk as you

WLSA also presented its Judge Cornelia

I ever did. My son celebrates his 2 1st

had thought."
"YOUnever know enough. I have to

Cornelia Kennedy, '47, of the U.S.

birthday t h s year.''

remind myself, 'Am I trying t o solve

And "I got married. It's the best t h n g

"I want to continue giving," said Katzen,

thls the way I did five years ago?' If I am,

Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit) to
WLSA President Elizabeth Find and Penny

it's probably the wrong way."

Skuster. One Kennedy Award is given t o

a cancer survivor and now a lecturer at the
University of Pennsylvania Law School.

"Pay attention to yourself.

"I have had the most \vonderful life. . . .
I have a vast network of friends who are

t o go along the path that nil1 make you
happy and matches your skill sets."

reallv important to me.Take time for

"Ask for help. There are many lands

them, take time to give back to them."
(Katzen will be a visiting professor at
thc Law School during the 2003 - 2004
academic year.)
Fcatured speaker Mary Snapp, '84, vicc
president and deputy gcneral counsel of

. . .You have

to a law student active in women's issues.

of mentors, and you should be able t o
"Find the balance that lvorks for you. . . .
Al\~-a\rs,it's a question of balancing your
career and the thngs that are important
to vou. It's okay t o be the No. 2 lawyer.
(Of course, it's okav to be the No. 1

same vein. Surc, shc acknowledged, many

lawvei-, too.) It's okav
. if you
. want t o

years ago during serious negotiations awav

take five \rears out and raise a family."

from Microsoft she was furious at the "nice
dress" compliment from a colleague \\rho

The afternoon panel on "Women
Helping \VonienWincluded Julia Ernst,

n7asused to secing her in the sweats-and-

'94, of the Center for Reproductive

running-sliocs Microsoft setting. She said

Rights; Carol Hackett Garagiola, '80, of

nothing thcn, and the man now has beconic

Michigan DomcsticViolence Prcvcntion;

a friend and mentor who confidrntly scnds

Ann Arbor attorncy Jcan Lcdnvith King,

hcr on the toughest a ~ s i ~ p m c nand
t s has

'68, cvhosc work on behalf of vvomen's

hacked her on thc occasions when others

athletics has become legendary; and

have questioned having a \froman handle
such work.

Heather Martinez Zona, '94, of Heller
Elirinan White & McAuliffe LLP and

al\fraysll'she said. "Rut it is not cnough t o
be happy or successful."

the outstanding WLSA member, the other

recognize that ."

Microsoft Corporation, stayed much in the

"Hard work does pav off - always,

Kennedy Awards (named for the Hon.
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Scholarship donor:
'I wanted to give
something back'

I?/,

I), , i

( 1
t s o , , ,

more than 1,200 lawyers in 14 officcs
around the world.

"I grew up in an atornosphere of gi\.ing
back," Quigg explained of his reason for
establishing the scholarship. "Recognizing

BL

en Quigg, '44, never has forgot the

that I received so much from the Law

ereat good luck that brought h m to

School, 1 wanted to give something hack."

the Law School in June 1942. William

Quigg noted that one of the Q u i g

Clark Mason, head of the la\\. firm where

Scholarship recipients, Eric Olson, '00,

the young Q u i g had begun as an office

is a clerk to U.S. Supreme Court Justice

boy, then learned typing and shorthand to

John Paul Stevens. The current Q u i g

win promotion to the position of secretary
(which raised his salary from 5 12 to

s 18

Scholarship recipient, BrighamYoung
University graduate Jacob Hill, listened

per week) knew University of Michigan

from h s dining table seat next to Patricia

Law School Dean Eli Staples and wrote

Quigg. The annual dinner seats scholarship

h m on behalf of Quigg. Next stop for

donors and recipients together, so that they

Q u i g was Ann Arbor, where "I \\.as awed

can become acquainted with each other.

when I saw the Law Quadrangle and saw
the magnificent buildings. I had never seen
anything like it before."
Quigg detailed his story at the annual
Law School dinner for scholarship donors

Spealung on behalf of scholarship recipients, first-year law student Tashika HinsonColeman, aTemple University graduate
who was seated next to Quigg during
dinner, thanked generous people like the

and recipients. For Quigg, a child of the

Quiggs for malung it ~ossiblefor people

depression who went to school at night for

like herself to attend the Law School.

five and one-half years to get his bachelors

"I was a hlgh school dropout ," she

degree from then-Temple College in

explained. "I was working fulltime at 14,

Philadelphia, his law degree from Michigan

supporting my brother. .

opened the way to a successful, satisfying

through Temple."

life. That, in turn, led him and his wife,
Patricia, t o establish the Benjamin and
Patricia Quigg Scholarshp to ensure that
others could have similar accomplishments.
"The Ann Arbor years were good to
me," Quigg explained. "The Ann Arbor
years and Michigan Law School helped me
achieve a carcer and life's dream I could
not have imagined when I was growing
up in a blue collar neighborhood in
Philadelphia."
Quigg served in the U.S. Nary after law
school, then rejoined the Philadelpha firm
he had worked vith earlier, eventually
rising to senior partner.That firm today
has grown into Morgan, Lewis & Brocluus
LLP, Philadelpha's largest law firm, with
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. . Somehow I got

Now, "I'm here. I have two young
children, and I'm making it through.

"Very simply put, if it were not for you

I \vould not bc here, and if it wcrc not for
you, students at each of your tables \vould
not be here."
Dean Jeffrey S. Lchman, '8 1 , opened
the evening's program by noting that,
despite rising tuition costs, donors' generosity continues to make it possible for
qualified students of all financial capacities
to study la\%.here.
The Lala7 School has more than 150
funds from donors, \vhich enable the Law
School "to attract the students regardless
of their abilitv to meet today's high cost of
legal education," according to the evening's
printed program. The program announced
five new scholarships, awarded for the first
time during the 2002

-

2003 academic

year: Barry A. Adclman Scholarship;
Jackson Lcwis Scholarship; Hilda MankoAnn Cohen Sc11olarship;Yvonne S. Quinn
and Ronald S. Rolfc Scholarship; and
Kathryn D. Wriston Scholarship.

Jeffrey F. Liss, '75, wins
Learned Hand Award

Sam Silver, '89, and team win death row case

F

or Sam Silver, '89, determination and
endurance may be the key. At least they
played critical parts in the victory that his
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-based legal team
won earlier this year for an inmate who had
been on death row since 1984.
Last May, a Pennsylvania jury ruled that
;'<-:;
the commonwealth had not proved th#. ;
- existence of any aggravating cir~umstana$$;~-~;
when it sentenced Florencio Rolan to death
for shooting a man in Philadelphia in May
1983. In the re-trial, the jury also found
in favor of lhree mitigating circumstances
urged by Rolan's defense, thereby emphasizing that Rolan should not have been
sentenced to death.
"This is in stark contrast to Mr. Rolan's
original trial 19 years ago, where the
cases, our lawyers committed years of time
jury found one aggravator and no mitiand effort to the cause, and both times
gators, resulting in an automatic death
their dedication resulted in unanimous
sentence," explained Silver, a partner with
decisions by Philadelphiajuries?
Schnader Harrison Segal& Lewis LLP in
Silver, co-chair of Schnader's Product
: Philadelphia.
I
Silver leads the Schnader the team
Liability and Mass Tort Practice Group, is
,
that has represented Rolan pro bono since
a veteran of capital punishment litigation.
,
1994. In summer 1996, a ~hiladek~hia
He has handled cases at trial and appellate
. County judge vacated the original death
levels, and for several years has been a
sentence, and the case went back for a new
coordinator of the Prisoner Civil Rights
Panel for the U.S.District Court for the
sentencing trial, which began last April.
Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
Rolan was sentenced to life imprisonAt the court's request, he participated in
ment in that second trial, and the Schnader
the Third Circuit's Task Force on Counsel
team now is challenging the propriety of
for Indigent Litigants in Civil Cases.
Rolan's conviction in the federal courts.
Silver is an officer of the Public Interest
Rolan has long maintained that he acted in
~ e ~ d e f e n sbut
e , that his trial counsel in
CivilLitigation Fund, a nonprofit organization that provides funds to attorneys
1984 never presented that version of the
facts to the jury.
in cowt-appointment cases for indigent
lihgants, and a member of the board of the
"It is rare to be able to turn a case
around like thi6," said Schnader Chairman
Cherry Hill United Soccer Association for
Ralph G. Wellington. "TheRolan case
youth soccer.
marks the second time that S b d e r has
The Public Interest Section of the
Philadelphia Bar Association recognized
done it in recent years. [In January 2000,
Silver for his pro bono work in 2001 and he
a team led by Silver won re-sentencing for
death row inmate Simon Pirela.] In both
won the lE%rlG. Harrison Pro Bono Award
in 2000,
L-

I

Jeffrey F. Liss, '75. nationwide chief
operating officer and partner of Piper
Rudnick and a visiting adjunct professor
at the Law School last fall, has received
the American Jewish Committee's Judge
Learned Hand Award.
The award is presented by the
committee's Washington Chapter each
year to a leader of the legal profession
who "demonstrates high principles in
the tradition of the legendary Judge
Learned Hand," the late senior judge of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. Liss was nominated for the
award by previous award recipients for
his contributions in the areas of law and
community service, including pro bono
work-The award was presented in late
April at a luncheon at the Ritz Carlton
Hotel in Washington, D.C.
Liss, who earned his bachelors,
master's, and J.D.degrees at the University of Michigan, recently co-chaired the
American Bar Association's Presidential
Commission on Billable Hours. (His
report of the commission's findings and
recommendations appears on page 12
of the FallNVinter 2003 issue of Law
Quadrangle Notes, 45.3 .)
Liss joined Piper and Marbury in
1985 and became the firm's first COO
in 1997. Following Piper's merger with
Rudnick & Wolfe in 1998,he became
COO of the merged firm and guided
development of the firm's pro bono
program. Piper Rudnick was named the
D.C. Barf 2002 Pro Bono Firm of the
Year and Liss won the Maryland State
Bar Association's Pro Bono Service
Award in 1999.
In other activities, Liss serves
on the executive committee of the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra,on the
Law's School's Committee ofVisitors.
and on the board of the D.C. Circuit
Historical Society.
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YOUNG GRADUATES CHART

IVinter term's Inspiring Paths series had a decided4 ?~outhfu2edge: 199;
was the earliest a n y oftlze tlzree speakers graduated from the La\$>School;
the other hvo earned their 7.D degrees irz

zoo^.

R o b Preclzt, assistant dean for public service, explained that he
designed the tenn's series to illustrate his belief that public sei~lieeivork
need not wait until a izelv attorney has established a solid practice, gained
standing a n d experience, a n d paid off-education loans.
Precht clzaracterizes the Inspiring Patlzs series, ~ v h i c hthe O f i c e of
Public Service co-sponsors ~aliththe Oflice of Career Seniiees, as "a slzo~ilcase fbr laiiyers who are role models for u s all i n temzs o f t h e creati\le
1tJay.si n which we c a n be lai+?~ers."T h e iviizter term lineup izeatl?~filled
tlzat role: Indicorps co-founcler Roopal S h a h , '9;;Freedoin N o w founder
aizd President Jared Geizser, 01; aizd Skadden Fellolvship ivinner T7ii)ek
Sankaraiz,

'01, a n

attorney ~ l i t htlze Children's Laiv Center i n IVashington,

D .C.
S h a h , ivlzom Precht introduced as having "the restless energy to engage
t h e ivorld," opened tlze sei-ies b y tracing her path from Washingt-on, D . C . ,
litigator, to assistaizt U . S . attorney i n S a n Diego, to, a fe~vdays after
her talk a t tlze Laiv School, Indicol-ps sen~iceQrogran? manager i n India.
Tlze same zest fbr semice animated the series' later talks b y Geizser aizd
Sankaraiz.
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Roopal Shah, '95
To Shah, aTexan who served two years
as president of the Law School Student
Senate, the Law School is "home," so it
was natural that she stop by on her \tray to
India.
That's right, India. She left withln
a few days of speaking to Law School
students in February. After a federal
court clerkship in Hawaii, two-years as a
litigator with a law firm in Washington,
D. C., and four years as a prosecutor with
the U.S. Attorney's office in San Diego,
Shah bought a one-way ticket to India and
has gone to the subcontinent to manage
Indicorps (www.indicorps.org), a Peace
Corps-styled service organization that she
founded with her sister and brother last
year. (A story on the founding of Indicorps
appeared at 45.1 Law Quadrangle Notes 45
[Spring 20021.) Indicorps' first 10 Indian
American fellows began their year of
residence in India last September and are
working on projects ranging from agriculture and watershed development to tribal
education and drama with street kids.
'
In her talk, whlch included a DVD
presentation on Indicorps, Shah stressed
the value of the shlls you acquire and the
friends you make during Law School and
afterward, and noted that she had telephoned Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '8 1 , to
discuss her pending move to Indicorps. She
and other Indicorps founders also drew
on the experience ofTlunk Detroit cofounder Daniel Varner, '94. Tung Chan,
'98, who practices with Clcary Gottlieb
Steen & Hamilton in NewYork City,

that accompany conviction for easy-money
schemes that involve brealung drug laws.
Her move to Indicor~sis "my new
adventure," she said. It is designed "to
have Indian Americans give back to the
community by going to India to do a year's
fellonrship."
Indicorps work5 in tandem with local
Indian organizations to improve existing
programs and develop new ones. Soon,
for example, Indicorps hopes to provide
education for sugarcane-harvesting migrant
children by developing a standardized
school that can travel with the migrant
families as they move.

serves as Indicorps' legal advisor.
"I'm a great fan of clerkshps," continued
Shah, who spent a year as clerk to C h e f
Judge David A. Ezra of the U. S. District
Court for the District of Ha\vaii.You
learn a great deal as a clerk - she concentrated on Halvaiian sovereignty issues
- and

often the judge becomes a friend
and mentor, she explained. In fact, she
reported, she also talked with Ezra hefore
making her shift to Indicorps.
Shah also noted that a lawyer's public
service need not he fulltime, nor even in
the lcgal arcna. She said she had little time
to takc on pro bono cascs while she was
working as a litigator in Washington, but
she did other kinds of public service by
\\forking with Hahitat for Humanity.
Even hcr prosccutor's duties in San
Diego led her into public service: Seeing
firsthand how minor drug law convictions led to major sentences, she did talks
to high school and other youth audiences
advising young peoplc of the high costs

Jared Genser, '0 I
Human rights work recently has
come full circle for Genser. He became
attracted to the work while a student at
Harvard University's Kennedy School of
Government, where in 1997 he organized
a demonstration against the visit of thenChinese President Jiang Zemin. At the
time, Genser worked withYang Jianli,
an advocate for Chnese democracy who
fled to the United States after the brutal
government response to the Tianneneman
Square protests.
Today Genser is worhng with Jianli
again -this time to free him from the
prison where he has been held incommunicado since shortly after returning to Chlna
in 2002. Genser is the founder/president
of Freedom Now (\m\.wv.freedomnowr.org) , a Maryland-based organization
that works to free prisoners of conscience.
He explained that h s attraction to human
rights \\rork began when he worked with
Yianli at Harvard, and the road that led him
to establish Freedom No\\. began \vhen he
was a law student doing an externship at
the AIRE Center in England. That's when
he began work on the case of Briton James
Malvdsle!, who had heen sentenced by
Myannamar's military government to 17

years in solirary confinement for distributing pro-democracy leaflets.
Genser continued to work on
Ma\vdsleyls case after returning to Ann
Arbor, and in spring 2001 he celebrated
Mawdsley's release by flying to England
to meet him when he came home
after his release. "You saved my life,"
Mawdsley told the law student. (A report
of Genser's work appeared at 44.1 Law
Quadran j l e Notes 60 [Spring 200 1] .)
After his Law School graduation,
Genser returned to the Washington,

D. C., area and founded the nonprofit
Freedom Now to continue the kind of
work he had b e L p ~ i t Maudsley.
h
In
short order he \\-as working on the case of
then-3 1-year-old Pakistani Christian A y b

Maseemi, who had been condemned to
death for disparaging Islam.
Using a more strategic version of the
tactics he developed with Mawydsley,
Genser worked through the UN and
Congress to pressure Pakistan to release
Maseemi. The combination of UN
condemnation of the lack of safeguards,
LQN Spring 2003
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evidence, and due process in the trial,

representing the non-biological parent in a

and strategic congressional signatures on a

custody dispute with the biological parent.

similarly critical letter convinced Pakistan

"Ths area of law gives you opportuni-

t o free Maseemi, who now lives in the

ties to go beyond the law," he continued:

United States.

he sometimes acts as a social worker to

Now, Genser's work has come full

find placements or furnishings for clients;

circle with h s efforts on behalf of his

sometimes he acts as a mediator who

one-time co-organizer Jianli . "The s t r u g l e

brings disputing parents and others to

definitely continues," he said. "This is a

the table to seek a solution before legal

reminder that lots of challenges lie ahead."
His Law School background and contacts

action begins; and sometimes he's a
mentor to the children he represents. He

will help meet those challenges. Heeding

also has conducted training sessions for

what he now advises students, Genser got

Washington, D.C., area judges who want

to know his la\v professors and mentors

to learn more of child advocacy law and

- four

practice.

of them comprise Freedom Now's

Take a broad range of courses: "My kids
deserve the best lawyer they can get."

advisory board: Karima Bennoune, '94,

"The law has so much power over a

a visiting faculty member when Genser

family's life," Sankaran explained, but "the

was a law student and now an assistant

child welfare system is broken." Social

Law School career. Competition for

professor of law at Rutgers; U-M Law

workers are overworked and underpaid,

them is stiffening.

School Affiliated Overseas Faculty member

and lawyers lack training and certification.

As a law student, do things that make

J. Christopher McCrudden, professor

(The Law School is involved in new efforts

you uncomfortable. "Test

of human rights law at the Univeristy of

to develop certification standards and

Oxford in England and a fellow of Lincoln

practices for child advocacy legal work. See

Sankaran, for example, worked at a
prison.

College, Oxford; Nuala Mole, founding

story on page 36 of 45.3 Law Quadrangle

Don't forget the ideals that brought

Notes [Fall/ Winter 20031 .)
"It is important that we get young
people from great schools like Michigan to
get some energy into the system," Sankaran
explained. "Going to a school like Michigan
gives you all the training you need to make
changes. . . .
"In family law, there's a general feeling
that it is not i n t e l l e ~ t u a lsatisfying.
l~
That's
completely untrue."True, most lawyers
in the field don't cite cascs and submit
detailed briefs, but "just because they don't
do it is no reason not to do it."
Sankaran's attention to such detail
in fact has won him a quick and wide
following in the Washington, D. C., area.
For students, he had thcsc tips:
Take clinical law courses. "It's the best
thing I did. I wouldn't be doing what
I'm doing today if it hadn't been for thc
clinics."

you to law school.The Law School's

director of the AIR€ Center in London,
England, where Genser did a summer
externship as a law student; and A.W.
Brian Simpson, the Charles F. and Edith J.
Clyne Professor of Law,

Vivek Sankaran, '0 I
"The opportunities are endless,"
Sankaran explained of his child advocacy
work, which has included litigating five
court cases since he joined the Washington,
D. C., based Child Ad~ocacyCenter in
2001.
"First and foremost, I'm a lawyer.

...I

represent the child." Hc has, for example,
successfully represented chililren seeking to
remain with a grandparent who had cared
for them for eight years but did not wish
to adopt them; he has reprcscnted children
inappropriately placed in an orphanage
when their grandparcnts were nearby and
willing to take thcm; and hc rccently began
60
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Look into fellon~shipsvery early in your

yourself."

Loan Forgiveness Program is one of the
country's best. Use it.
"In going to Michigan, you have the
opportunity and the resources. I encourage
you to take advantage of them."
During their visits, each of the speakers
also served as "Mentor for a Day," meeting
with students individually to discuss public
service practices and opportunities.
In addition, Ikeita Cantu Hinojosa,
'01, the 2002 - 03 Womcn's Law and
Public Policy Fellow at the National
Women's Law Center in Washington,
D. C., visited the Law School in November
to deliver a talk and serve as mentor for a
day. NewYork City-basecl attorney Martin
Stoler, who spoke at thc Law School on his
cases involving immigration clctcntions,
also scrved as mentor for a day during his
visit to thc Law School late last fall.

,

Commercial aviation
visionary
L.Welch Pogue, '26

L:

ovd Welch Pogue, '26, who hclpcd
asliion
the rulcs that guided commer.

cia1 aviation from 1935 until deregulation
in 1975, died May 10 at the age of 103 in
Baltimore.
Pogue's name is "synonymous with the
pioneering giants who played a pivotal role
in transforming international civil aviation
. . . into the cohesive global force that it is
today," James Parry reported in 1OOYears
OfFllght, which was commissioned by the
Montreal-based International Civil Aviation
Organization for publication earlier this
vear.
Pogue joined the new Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) in 1938 and President
Franklin D. Rooscvelt named him
chairman in 1942, a post hc held until he
left the CAB in 1946. H e represented the
Unitcd States at the International Civil
Aviation Conference in Chicago in 1944,
when morc than 55 countries joined an
agreement t o govern the world's commercial aviation in thc post-World War I1 cra.
"Few of the millions of passengcrs who
fly thc \vorlcl each ycar h a w even heard
of the Chicago Convention, Imt it is onc
of the post war's most enduring agrccments, opcning the skics of most of the
world to pcaceful passagc of aircraft and
setting up rulcs for air traffic control and
the formation of aviation treaties between
nations," Pogue said in a speech when he
was 100 ycars old.
A native of Grant, Iowa, Pogue lvas
president of thc student body at the
University of Ncbraska and carncd his
S.J.D. at Harvard La\\. School after
rccciving his J.D. from the University
of Michigan Law School. He practiced
with law firms in Boston, Paris, and New
York. After leaving the CAB in 1946, he
established the la\\. firm Pogue & Neal in

Washington, D.C., which mcrged with a
Cleveland-based firm in 1967 t o become
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue. His son,
Richard W. Pogue, ' 5 3, \vas managing
tlirector of the firm from 1984 - 1992.
L. Welch P o p e continued t o practice
law in Washington, D. C., until 198 1 , and
then in semi-retirement in Chevy Chase,
Maryland.
For 20 w a r s folloving his retirement,
according t o his family, L. Welch Pogue
remained very active, writing, speaking,
and traveling the world - including
Australia and New Zealand at age 99.
H e personally drove round-trip from
Washington t o St. ,\upstine, Florida, in
2001 at age 101, and continued t o enjoy
driving until the week of his death.

Matt Meyer, '02, named
JeffersonAward winner

M

atthew Meyer, '02, has been named
winner of the Samuel S. Beard
Award for "Greatest Public Service by an
Individual Under 35."The award is one of
The American Institute for Public Service
Jeffcrson Awards, which urere founded
in 1972 by Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis,
Sen. Ho\vard Taft , and Sam Beard "to
establish a nationall!. recognized award
for outstanding community and public
service."
Further details were not available at
deadline time. Formal announccmcnt of
the awards and the presentation ceremony
arc Junc 18 in Washington, D. C. Previous
winners of t h s award include Lance
Armstrong and Faith Hill.
Meyer and two fello\v law students

John Porter, '6 I , wins
Carter Humanitarian
Award

F

ormer Illinois Congressman John
Edward Porter, '6 I , has been
awarded the Jimmy and Rosalyn Carter
Award for Humanitarian Contributions
t o the Health of Humankind.The award
was presented at the 2003 National
Foundation for Infectious Diseases
Awards Dinner in March in Washington.
D.C. Porter practices with Hogan &
Hartson in Washington.
Porter, a 2 1 -year veteran of
Congress, was honored for his work
in securing unprecedented funding
increases for biomedical research and
for his strong support for public health.
The award honors "those individuals
whose outstanding humanitarian efforts
and achievements have contributed
significantly t o improving the health of
mankind."
Past recipients include former
President Carter and former First Lady
Rosalyn Carter; General (now Secretary
of State) Colin Powell; David Satcher;
Robert Edward "Ted" Turner I l l ; Senator
John D. Rockefeller IV; and William "Bill"
Gates I l l and his wife. Melinda F. Gates.

developed a company t o manufacture and
market sandals madc in a poor Kcnyan
village out of rccyclcd motor vchcle tires.
The project provided work and income t o
poor residents of the area. ( A story o n tlic
projcct appcarctl at 4 4 . 3 Law Quadrangle
Notes 94 [Fall/ Winter 20011.)
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William Dance,'49, wins
McCree Award
T h e State Bar of Michigan has announced that William Dance, '49.
is one of four people t o win the 29th
annual Wade H. McCree Award for the
Advancement of Justice.The awards
were presented in April at the Michigan Journalism Hall of Fame Induction
Ceremony at the
Kellogg Center in
East Lansing.
Dance is a
partner in the
Troy, Michigan,
office of the
worldwide law
firm Fragomen,
Del Rey. Bernsen
& Loewy PC,
which practices
exclusively in the areas of global
immigration and nationality law for the
corporate sector.
The award is named for the late
Wade H. McCree, who served as solicit o r general of the United States and
taught at the Law School.
The annual McCree Awards are
presented t o outstanding journalists
for their work in promoting greater
understanding of the legal system t o the
general public. Dance was honored for
his bi-weekly column,"lmmigration
Insights," in the Detroit Legal News.
Dance uses the column t o discuss current issues and t o emphasize the rule of
law. He also is the author of numerous articles on immigration law and a
speaker at many immigration seminars.
The other winners of this year's
McCree Award were Detroit Free Press
reporters Jack Kresnack, David Zeman,
and Ben Schmitt.
This is Dance's second major award
in less than a year. Last September, the
American Immigration Law Foundation
presented him with its 2002 Honorary
Fellow Award.The award recognizes lifelong service and dedication t o advancing
the administration of justice and respect
for human rights in the field of immigration and nationality law.
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Robert Jerry, '77,
named University of
Florida Law Dean

R

obert Jerry, '77, cum laude, becomes
dean of the University of Florida's

Frederic G. Levin College of Law July 1.
He succeeds Jon Mills, who will remain
on the law faculty and with the college's
Center for Governmental Responsibility,
which he directs.

"We are very fortunate to have
Professor Robert Jerry talung the helm

Jerry, currently the Floyd R. Gibson

at the Levin College of Law," University

Missouri Endowed Professor of Law at the

of Florida Provost David Colburn said.

Universi? of Missouri-Columbia School of

"He is a leading scholar in his field, widely

Law, where he has taught since 1998, said

respected nationally, and former dean at

he is exited about his new post and eager to

the University of Kansas.

begin his new responsibilities.

"He also practiced law for three years
before joining the academy. It is this

"The college has tremendous quality

- a strong faculty, a talented and diverse
student body, wise administrative leadership, enthusiastic alumni support, and
wonderful traditions in serving the state
and the nation in many different ways,"
Jerry said. "All of this has created a strong
foundation that gives the college the opportunity to move into the nation's hghest tier
of public law schools.That's what we're
qoing to work hard to do during these next
few years."
L

combination of private-sector experience
and national standing as an administrator
and scholar that attracted us to Professor
Jerry.
"We believe he offers the Levin College
of Law great leadership for the future."
Jerry held the Herff chair at the
University of Memphis School of Law from
1994 to 1998. He taught at the University
of Kansas School of Law from 198 1 to
1994, and served as dean from 1989 to
1994.

Alumni Directory error
The Law School apologizes to our graduates whose degrees are incorrectly reported in
the 2002 edition of the Universiy ofMichigan Larv SchoolAlumni Directoy. Certain alumni are
listed incorrectly as holding an LL.B. rather than J.D. degree.
This error resulted from a change in the database of which we were not aware until the
2002 directory was dstributed by the publisher. We sincerely regret the concern created
for those affected by this error. Please contact Gerti Arnold, Director ofAlumni Relations,
at 734.61 5.45 1 1 or glarnold@urnich.edu if you have further questions.

MarthaWrighr GrifViths, '40

N

HATRED

ine-term Congresswoman M
a
Wright G r i f f b , '40,a champion
of women's rights and a legend in
Democratic circfes in Michigan, died in
April at the age of 9 1 at her home in
.
Amanda, Michigan. Her husband and
sometime law partner, Hicks G. Gflkhs,
'40,had preceded her in death in 1996.
The couple married in 1933 and in 1940
.
r
became the first husband-wife p ~ ito
gmduate from the University of Michigan Law School.
The first Demmratic woman elected
to Congress from Michigan, Grim&
was considered one of the most effective civil rights legislators of her time.
She served in the U.S. House from
1956 74, when she chose not to
seek a 10th term.GrifVlths served as
Michigan Lieutenant Governor for both
of Gov. JamesJ. Blanchard's terms in
the 1980s. Blanchard dropped her from
the ticket for his unsuccessful campaign
against john Engler in 1990.
Grifiths was instrumental in U.5.
House of Representatives pasof
the Equal RightsAmendment to the
Constitution in 1970, The amendment
also passed the U.S. !Senate but evemually failed to muster approval of 38
states that was required to add it to the
Constitution.
Earlier, she had led the successful
drive to include women among those,
specifically protectad by the Ciil Rights;
Act "Iam tired of paying into a pension
fund to support your widow but not my
widower," she told her colleagues on
the Ways and Means Committee at one
point She was the f i m woman to serve
on the committee.
Several years ago, Griffiths asked
Law Library Director Margaret Leary
to arrange a meeting with Law Schod
faculty member Catharine A. MacKinnon, a world-renowned champion of
sex equality under the law. MacKinnon,
the ElizabethA. Long Professor of Law,
asked Grfiths about the view of many
that her comments suppartirtg adding
"sex" to XtleVll had neglected women
of color. Griffiths explained that without
protection from sex discrimination,
black women would be unpmtected
from workplace discrimination on any
basis, partly because sex discrimination wowEd be used to cover up race
discrimination.
-'
"I remember her as sesagp)r,sharp,
dire= vigomus, aware of contmversier<: ,
past and present, and fully in patsessioik.- . ..- . .
"of every faculty," MacKinn~nrecalled.
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CRIME ENFORCEMENT

P

oliae and prosecutors have a great
deal of discretion in determining if an
action is a hate crime or not. For example,
when James Byrd was dragged to death
behind a truck in Texas in 1998, there
was little doubt that the crime was a hate
crime. But when G.P. Johnson was burned
to death and his body beheaded inVirginia
the year before, authorities ruled the action
was not a hate crime because the perpetrator and Johnson were friends.
This kind of gray area is the focus of
Policing Hatred: Law Enfbcement, Civil Rights,
and Hate Crime (NewYork University
Press, July 2OO2), by Law School graduate
Jeanine Bell, '99. &I1 is an associate
professor of law at Indiana University
School of Law at Bloomington.
In preparing the book, Bell had unprecedented access to a pdlice crime unit,
traveling and talking with its members

scholars have ignored the extraordinary
power of police to classify incidents as
particular types of crimes," she writes in
her Introduction. "Police officers have the
power to decide whether, and in which
circumstances, the criminal law will be
used ."
"This book does what scholarly treatments of hate crime law have not done up
to this point," she continues. 'It analyzes in,
depth how hate crime law works in a large
city, based on extensive interviews with
those who must enforce hate crime law.
"For several months, I was a participant
observer of a specialized hate crime unit
in a metropolitan city and enjoyed access
to detectives, their case files spanning two
decades, and most of their records."
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Revamped look incorporates the Law

Alumni Directory search. You can search

school Web color pallet, adds rotating

the Alum Network by name, geographic
location, practice area, and/or class year.

color photographs, and includes global

h Network
I;

nr \ f l r ' v ~ y s n !du C,-hnol

l

net Profile

Directories

Network

navigation to each page of the site.
The homepage has been transformed

I n s t h t e for Pu

I

l

edit your personal profile and Alum

uniqname and password that was issued

Network directories; to use debt

to you when vou were a student. If you

management services; and to view

have forgotten this information you

the calendar of events and notice of

must contact the University of Michigan

upcoming events. The site also offers

Information Technology (IT) Accounts

quick links to the Alumni Association

Office at 734.764.8000 for assistance.
Verification will require a faxed copy

1
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of your driver's license, your telephone

site), Res Gestae, The ~MichiganDai), and

number, and your Social Security

Michigan Today, as well as the Career

number. The IT Accounts Office will

Toollut, which offers links to Career

contact you within three days by phone

Services job postings, the Public Service

with your uniqname and password. If you

TobNet, and information on judicial
clerkshps.

qraduated prior to 1994, you must visit
the University's Alumni Association Web

Direct update of your Alum Network

page at: ~~ww.alumni.umich.cdu/homc

profile.You can update your home

uniqname.php to request a uniqname and

and/or work address simply by clicking

password. Once you have a uniqname,

the U of M Alumni records link on the

lease login to www. law.umich. eclu /

"Edityour Personal Profile" page. You

alumnianddevelopmei~t/ AlumNetwork

also can choose to display or withhold

to update your personal profile, get

information about your home /work

reacquainted with old classmates, or

address, legal practice area, and/or

check out our Career Toolkit.

e-mail address in the Alum Network
64

Logging into the Alum Network. To
access the Law School Alum Network,
you need the University of Michigan

Mgoblue.
com (U-M Athletic Web
Hew f a a ~ l t q
loin

l

into a Web portal offering access to

of the University of Michgan,

Thank you for vlsfflnq the
Univenlty of Michigan Law
School Alum Netvork.
Please retum often to
update your personal
profrle, to hnd former
dassmates or colleaguel.
and use the nsources
provided b y the Office of
Career S e r v ~ r e sand the Office of Public

~ ~ \ ,

public directory.
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Cohn LLP, has been named

of Miller, Canfield, Paddock and

in the tenth edition of The Best

Stone PLC, is listed in The Ben

Cyril MOSCOW,
partner in the

L a t ~ ~ e ~n
r s A m e r ~ c a ,2003 - 2004.

La~r;verr~nAmerica, 2003 - 2004.

Corporate Law Department

He has been recognized in the

Brown is the leader of the West

of Dctroit-based HoniLgan

last four publi~hededitions as a

5--

Miller Schwartr and Cohn hay

top practitioner in the area of

Michigan Practice Group. A
broad-based business counselor,

CO-chairs:IiiIIiam K. Da~enport;E
Jamcc Gamble; and John Gordon Ifayrrfard

been named in the tenth edi-

corporate la\\..

his practice focuses on merg-

1957

' 'j53
5OTH
!

( I

REUNION
/

15;

1 I

I

S,~/71~+111111'~

ers and acquisitions, business

Fundraising Chair:

tion (2003 - 2004) of The Best
Latt;yers i n America. Moscow

Rlchard 1iI Poguc

has been recoLgnizedin every

Fundraising Committee: Joseph
L. Flardig Jr.; Dcan E. Richardson; and
Iljltcr H. PlGincr
Committee: Pi'111iom A. Bain Jr.;

corporate governance, and cor-

edition since the book was first

porate finance. Brown is active

published. He is listed as a top

in the American Bar Association

Robcrt 5. Beach; &lortin L. Bqjde; John
B. B r u J , Thomas Friot Chenot: Harvey
R. Dean; Richard ,1f. Donald~on;Paul
1'. Godola; Robcrt S. Gjlbcrt;]. Kirk,.
Hcndcc; Clarencc Lee Hudson; Ernest E .
Johnson; ll'illiam A. Jose!yn Sr.; I h r d
LECKochler; Richard P. illatsch; Il'111iam
T. Jfcans; Donald J . .l,liller: George D.
,Il~llcr]r.; Thomas '4. Roach; Richard J1.
Shusrcr; John 5. Slarfens; Gordon H a r y
Smith Jr.; Arthur L. Stashorr,er; Richard
C. Starroc: ll'arrcn K. Urbom; and Carl
R. Ii7ithers

combinations, joint ventures,

practitioner in both corporate

and is currently \vorklng with

and banking law.

task forces that will revise
Co-Chairs:John I f ' Galan~cand

the Model Stock Purchase

Herbert Kohn

Agreement and will prepare a
manual on Acquisition Practice

Committee: Edward .If. Dolson;

Committee: F: Lqral Bemlllcr; Eugene

.Ilurrq\ J. Fc~rrcll;Robert L. Harmon;].
l i i l l ~ a mHolland, Ira J. Jaflc. D .Illchoel
fiarchrnan..ilan I. Rothenbcrg. Lan-rence
K. Snldcr. Ph11rp Sotlroff: Stefan F
Tuckcr;Thomasll'lbnD~kc;.i Paul
lictor, and Larr~enccll'llbggoner

Hartrr.lg; Ronald L. Dolman Sr. ;and
Thcodorc .If. Utchcn

and Process.
Clark Hill PLC member
D o u g l a s J. Rasmussen has
been honored with the 2002
Outstanding Volunteer Award
for the State of Michigan by the
American Red Cross. He serves

J.G. Castel, Distinguished
Research Professor Emeritus
and Senior Scholar, Osgoode
Hall La\\. Schoo1,York
University,Toronto, Canada,
has just

published the fourth edi-

tion of his Introduction to C o n p ~ c t

of Larvs and the fifth edition of
his looseleaf C a n a d ~ a nCo?j?ict

of Laws, as \\re11 as a major contribution to the 2001 volume
of the C a n a d ~ a Ycarhook
n

of

international Law, "The Internet
in Light of Public and Private
International La117 Principles
and Rulcs Applied in Canada."
In addition, he has joined the

J o h n C. T u c k e r of California
has published his second book,

R o c q u e E. Lipford, a principal and resident director in

titled Trial and Error. A pre-

Miller, Canfield, Paddock and

Chapter. Rasmussen has also

publication review service

Stone PLC's Monroe office,

as a member emeritus of the
Board of the Southeast Michgan

called it "an impccca\>lydetailed

has been listed in the category

been named a Paul Harris
Fellow by the International

memoir" that is "an eminentlv

"Corporate, MBA, B Securities"

Rotary Foundation of Rotary

instructive guide for law stu-

in The Best Lari;r.ers i n ..lmerica,

International in recognition

dents, and for general readers

2003 - 2004. A member of

of his exceptional community

an authentic version of a world

the firm's Business and Finance

service. His other community

they normally see only through

Group, he practices corporate

activities include serving on the

the meretricious lens ofTV

law \\id1 an cmphasis on busi-

Executive Committees of the

courtroom dramas."Tucker's

ncss organizations, unfair trade,

Detroit Symphony Orchestra,

first book was Ala~.God H a r . ~

and antitrust. He is also a mem-

the Friends of the Detroit Public

,Ilery..

ber of the firm's Automotive

Library,YMCA of Mctropolitan

Industry Group and Corporate

Detroit, and the Community

Compliance Group.

Foundation for Southeastern

1 .

Toronto firm Shibley Righton
LLP as counsel and co-chair of
the firm's international commcrcial and alternative dispute

Michigan. In addition, he

M a r k Shacvsky, of counscl in

is a director of the Detroit

the Corporate Law Department

Economic Club and a trustee of

of Detroit, Michigan, based

Eric V. B r o w n Jr., principal in

HoniLpan Miller Schwartz and

thc Kalamazoo, Michigan, office

the Holley Foundation.

resolution programs.
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les on the library's I

has been named in The Best

R o b e r t T. J o s e p h , a part-

Practice Group and is a member

Lawyers in America, 2003 - 2004.

Committee. Sweenev is active

of the Business and Finance

He is a Michgan State Bar

I. W i l l i a m C o h e n , chair-

ncr in the Chicago, Illinois,

He has been recognized in the

in the Oakland County Bar

Group, Corporate Compliance

Foundation Fellow, serves as

man of Pepper Hamilton LLP's

last four published editions as a

Association, the American Bar

office of Sonnenschein Nath
& Rosenthal, is serving as

Bankruptcy and Reorganization

top practitioner in the area of

Association, and the Michigan

Practice Group, has been

real estate la\\.

re-elected to the Executive
Committee of the firm. Cohen

Philip A. Nicely of Bose

is a partner in the firm's

McKinney & Evans LLP,

Detroit, Michigan, office. He

Indianapolis, Indiana, is listed

has argued cases through the
state and federal court systems,
including the United States

Bose in 1967. He is a member

Supreme Court. Cohen is a

of the American College of Real

fellow of the American College

Estate Lawyers and the Urban

of Bankruptcy and a member of

Land Institute. Nicely served

its Board of Regents; he also has

on Indiana Bar Association

been listed in all editions of The

committees that re-wrote the

Chair: Edtvard J. Heiser Jr.
Committee: I1,'illiam E Batfinger 111;
Scott B. Crook; Stephen B. Diamond;

Business Law. McRay is also a

Sonnenschein after serving as a
staff attorney with the Federal

been appointed by U.S. District

and Managed Care Committees,

Judge Susan Dlott to oversee

a former board member of the

planning and administration of

Trade Commission's Bureau of

reforms in police-communitv

Michgan Society of Hospital

trusts and estates. He is listed

Competition from 1971 - 76.

relations in Cincinnati, Ohio,

Lawvers, and currently serves as

as the citv works to recover

a commercial mediator for the

from race riots in 2001. Prior to
joining Miller, Canfield, Green

Ingham County Circuit Court.

served as U. S. attorney for the

Indianapolis, Indana, based

Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, was

Eastern District of Michigan,

Bose McKinney & Evans has

re-elected for a third term as

appointed by former President

announced that long-time part-

chair of the Swedish American
Chamber of Commerce (SACC)

William J. Clinton. Green

ner T h e o d o r e J. Nowacki has

E d w a r d B. G o l d m a n ,
Office of the General Counsel,
Health System Legal Office of
the University of Michigan,
was honored by the American
Association of Blood Banks
(AABB) with the W. Quinn
Jordan Memorial Award and

Division of the Kansas City,

firm's Management Committee,

Missouri, office, is listed in the

serves on the American College
of Medical Genetics National
Institute of HealthTask Force,
which is charged with setting

is listed in The Best Lariyers in

"Tax Law Section" of The Best

America, 2003 - 2004. Serr is

Lauyers in America, 2003 - 2004.

active in many civic and profes-

a national standard for new-

He has been listed every year

born screening. Finally, he has

since the publication's incep-

University Musical Society, St.

tion. Weiner has practiced
primarily in the federal tax area
handling business planning mat-

been appointed by the National
Institute for Neurological
Diseases and Stroke to serve on
a national consensus develop-

ters, tax controversies, estate

ment conference to establish

State Bar of Michigan, and

planning matters, and negotiat-

best practices for use ofTpa for

Washtenaw County Bar

ing with and litigating against

stroke patients. In this role, he

the Internal Revenue Service.

is acting as the attorney /ethicist

His 34-year career has been

The Best Larryers in America. In

D o n a l d F. T u c k e r , a senior

addition, he has served on many

shareholder at Howard &
Howard Attorneys PC in

community boards over the past
25 years.

meeting. The award is for ser-

and a former member of the

sional associations, including the

in the 2003 - 2004 edition of

Lectureship at their national

development. Goldman also

on standard of care issues.

distinguished by exemplary ser-
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dispute resolution, white collar

as well as the issues involved in

Stanley P. W e i n e r , partner

1

ence has involved cases and

communication entity taxation,

in the Business and Regulatory

66

tion, including estate and gift

2003 - 2004. Nicely joined

Ann Arbor, !Michigan, office

Miller Schwartz and Cohn LLP,

Corporation, Finance, and

in The Best Lattyers in America,

E r i k H. S e r r , a principal in the

Michigan, based Honigman

with specialties in alternative

L a y e r s Association and its Tax

vices to the organization in education, publication, and policy

the Real Estate Law Department

Lakv. His antitrust experi-

member of the American Health

Peter C. F1int:fi;A. Patrick Gi1es;l~l'ulter
Tli Kurczetnki; and Daniel l'an D~vke

Shook, Hardy & Bacon LLP's

and vice-chairman of Detroit,

Taxation, Real Estate, and on

crime, and high profile litiga-

and planning laws for the state.

Joel S. A d e l m a n , a partner in

Resolution Practice Group,

tion. In addition, Green has

Miller, Canfield, Paddock and

Association.

Bar Association. Sweeney
concentrates his practice in taxa-

antitrust topics. Joseph joined

Indiana and codified the zoning

American Bar Association,

and serves on the sections on

counseling in a full range of

Horizontal Property Law in

Catholic Social Services,

chair of the Health Law Section,

and Litigation and Dispute

ual income taxation, and tele-

Best Lau;rers in America since its

Joseph Mercy Health System,

and Criminal Defense Group,

chair of the American Bar
Association Section of Antitrust

taxation, fiduciary and individ-

inception.

Stone PLC has announced that

on Exempt Organizations.

Charles Oleszycki has com-

Detroit Chapter. The SACC

pleted a five-year assignment as

provides a forum for American
and Swedish business executives

U.S. Alternate Representative
to the Preparatory Commission
for the Comprehensive Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty Organization

and promote bilateral trade,

in Vienna, Austria. He has

commerce, and investments
between Sweden and the United

returned to the Department
of State and is now with the
Office of International Claims
and Investment Disputes in the

Clark Hill PLC, Detroit,

professional organizations.

Michigan, member T h o m a s F.
S w e e n e y has been re-elected
president of the Baldwin Public
Library in Birmingham. He also

States. In addition, Tucker
is president of the Oakland

L. Bufford; Car!vle H . Chapman Jr.;
Kathleen McCree Lenrjs; Quinn Iii
.l.lartin; :Ifark E .Mehlman; Larr~enceR.
,lloelmann; Eric A. Oesrerle;Jefr9, .If.
Petrash; Leo H. Phillips Jr.;James Cotter
Ruh; Frederick C. Schafiick; and Henk
IlGinmans

Clark Hill PLC announced that
D o n L. Keskey has joined
its Lansing, Michigan, office.
He practices in the areas of
telecommunications, energy

been named Indiana state editor

Wayne County Corporation
Counsel; chief counsel, U. S.

for HouseLan-, a monthly legal
reporting service for the mort-

and utilities, administrative,
transportation, and envi-

Department of Housing and

?age and home equity lending

ronmental law. Keskey has

Urban Development, Detroit

industry. Nowacki concentrates

litigated before the Michigan

Field Office; and assistant U.S.

his practice in consumer credit

Public Service Commission,

reLgulationsand compliance,

the Federal Energy Regulatory

lender liability, inter-creditor

Commission, and the Federal

attorney.
Gary J. M c R a y , a member of
Foster Swift Collins & Smith in

arrangements, loans and lien

Communications Commission,

enforcement, and environmen-

as well as all levels of state and

Lansing, Michigan, was one of
three shareholders to participate

tal matters, including defense of
class action lawsuits.

Michigan Supreme Court and

County Bar Association. His
practice at Howard & Howard

U.S. Department of State.

focuses on complex litigation,

Health Law Institute. McRay has

M i c h a e l B. S h a p i r o , a

real estate, corporate health

practiced in the area of health
law for three decades, acquir-

partner and chair of the Real

care, and government relations.

George D. Rutringer

Committee: Denjs B. Binder; Samuel

has also held the positions of

Office of the Legal Adviser,

federal courts, includng the
the United States Supreme

in the ninth Annual Michigan

Court. Prior to joining Clark
Hill, Keskey served as assistant

Estate Tax Appeals Department

attorney general for the state of
Michigan for 2 5 years.

ing a reputation in the areas

of Detroit, Michigan, based

The firm of Maddin, Hauser,

of health and hospital law and

HoniLgmanMiller Schwartz and

Wartel, Roth & Heller,

corporate transactions. He has

Cohn LLP, has been named

been listed in Thc Best Larr;r~ersin

in the tenth edition of The Best

America since 1993. In addi-

Larr;r~ersin ,.imerica, 2003 - 2004.

Southfield, Michgan, has

vice to national, state, and local

to address common interests
and needs, and to develop

Co-chairs: Steven E Greenwald and

announced that J o h n E. Jacobs

Miller, Canfield, Paddock and
Stone PLC has announced

has become a shareholder of the

that Saul A. G r e e n of the

tion, he is an active member of

He has been recognized in the

firm.

Detroit, Michigan, office has

the American Bar Association

last four published editions as a

been elected ~rincipal.Green

on its Forum Committee on

top practitioner in the area of

directs the Minority Business

Health Law and Tax Commi1:tee

real estate law.

29-4
R o b e r t A. A r m i t a g e has
been promoted to senior \ice
president and general counsel of Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, Indiana. In this
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position, Armitage joined the

individual's tireless efforts on

company's Policy Committee.

behalf of nonprofit organizations

He previouslv served as \ice

in worhng to build and sustain

Michigan and The Parks at
Stonecvood in Clarskston. At
Dykema Gossett, h s practice

Telecommunications Practice.

I3cen clected to the Board of

Cohn LLP, has bccn named in

Prior to joining O'Melveny,

Dircctors of CH Energy Group

The Best Lavryers in America,

Young was of counsel at a

in Poughkcepsic, NewYork.

200 3 - 2004. Foltvn has been

.Mart T. B o o n s t r a , a princi-

president and general patent

economic resources in low-

focuses on general real estate

prominent law firm's McLean,

Fetter has also established the

recognized in the last four pub-

pal in the Ann Arbor office of

counsel for Lilly Research

income communities. No\~inskl

law, with an emphasis on

Virginia, office.

Simon and Jcanncttc Fctter

lished editions as a top practitio-

Miller, Canfield, Paddock and

Laboratories. Prior to joining

is a tax specialist with a back-

commercial and residential

Mcmorial Scholarship to honor

ner in thc arca of corporate law.

Lillv in 1999, Armitage was a

qround in counseling business

development, master planned

a wcll-rounded graduating

partner in the law firmvinson

and individuals in tax and finan-

communities, leasing, and con-

senior at Rumson-Fair Haven

cPc Elkins LLP, where he headed

cia1 matters. He is a member of

struction.

High School in New Jersey.

the firm's intellectual law prac-

the Institute for Professionals

tice in Washington, D. C.

inTaxation, a participant in

T ~ IClass
I ? of 19;s ~ C Z I ~ I ~1ilil1
OTI
he Octohcr 24-26

the state and 1ocalTaxation
Detroit, Michigan, based

Committee of the State Bar of

J o s e p h M. P o l i t o , a partner

Honiigman Miller Schwartz and

Michigan's Section on Taxation,

and chair of the Environmental

Cohn LLP partner S t u a r t M.

and is active in both professional

Law Department of the

and community activities.

Detroit-based HoniLpan Miller

L o c k m a n has been named in

Schwarts and Cohn LLP, has

the tenth edition of The Best
Minneapolis, Minnesota, law

been named to the 10th edition

He has been recognized in the

firm Faegre cPc Benson part-

of The Best Lauyers in America

last seven editions as a top prac-

ner B r i a n B. O'Neill has

2003 - 2004. He was listed as

titioner in the area of health

been appointed a regent of
the American College ofTrial

a top practitioner in both environmental and natural resources

Lawyers, one of the premier

law,

Lon;vers i n ..imerica, 2003 - 2004.

care law.

Chair: Dennls Kearn Egan
Committee: Debra '4.Armhruster;
John H . Be1sner;Arthur R. Block; Barbara
Bruno: Elizabeth ,4nn Campbell; .llarcla
K. Fuj~rnoto:JeffrrerJ. Jones; George
K~mball;Donn ,4. Randall; Grcgoy
La '.lfonte R e ~ d,I.llgueI
;
..ingel Rodriguez;
and S. Thomas llienner

Stone PLC, has been elected
the 2003 vice-chair of the

R o n a l d I. H e l l e r , a director and shareholder of the

Washtenaw County Economic

The scholarship, which provides

Torkildson Katz law firm in

tor. Boonstra specializes in com-

6 1,000 towards higher educa-

Honolulu, Hawaii, is listed in

mercial litigation.

Club, where he also is a direc-

tion costs, rises to $1,500 if the

The Best Lau;r*ersIn Amerlca in

recipient attends the University

two categories: "Tax Law'' and

M i c h a e l P. Coakley,

of Michigan.

"Business Litigation ." Heller

principal in the Detroit office

Miller, Canfield, Paddock and
Stone PLC principal A m a n d a

represents taxpayers in disputes

of Miller, Canfield, Paddock

at the federal, state, and local
level.

and Stone PLC and a a deputy
practice group leader for the

Van D u s e n is listed as a new

firm's Litigation and Dispute

inductee under the categories "Public Finance Law" and

reco_pized bv the Ci? of

Resolution Group, has been

D e n n i s W. Fliehman in

"Banlung Law" in The Best

The fifth book for chldren

Bloomfield Hills for five years of

February began serving as
president of the Capital Region

La~qrersIn ..imerica, 2003 - 2004.

volunteer service on its Zoning

Van Dusen also has been named

1~ Debbie L e y is Crndon B.
Johnson (Lerner Publications,

Board of Appeals. Coakle!,'~

P a u l L.B. M c K e n n e y , a

legal associations in America.

Community Foundation in

to serve a two-year term as

2003), for readers in grades

practice focuses on commercial

partner at Raymond & Prokop

His territory of responsibil-

Lansing, Michigan. Prior

6 - 12. The book uses amusing

litigation.

PC, in Southfield, Michigan,

ity includes the states and

to joining the Community

chaired the program "Financial

provinces of Iowa, Manitoba,

Alan M. S h a r e has joined

managing director of her firm.
She practices governmental law,
including public and private sec-

Products: Taxation of Prepaid

Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,

the PrivateBank andTrust

Forward Contracts (a/k/a

North Dakota, Saskatchewan,

Company in Chicago, Illinois,

STRYPES, DECS, PEPS, etc.)"

Foundation, Fliehman served

and poignant details, anecdotes,
and explanations of historical

M a r y Jo Larson, partner

contest to introduce readers to
LBJ, a complicated man whose

in the Employee Benefits

lifc was filled with tremendous

Michigan, based H o n i p a n

achicvcmcnt as well as failure.

Miller Sch\vartz and Cohn LLP,
has been named in The Best

K e n n e t h Lee Salazar last fall

Lurl:r.crs in .lmcnca, 2003 - 2004,

as director of development at
Concordia University in Ann

tor finance, traditional munici-

and South Dakota. O'Neill

as associate managing direc-

Arbor, Michigan. Fliehman, his

at the American Bar Association

was inducted as a Fellow of the

tor. PrivateBank and Trust is

wife Linda, and their two chil-

recovery, airport, and private
activity bonds, and represents

(ABA)Taxation Section meeting

College in 1994, and had previ-

a unit of PrivateBancorp Inc.

dren live in East Lansing.

issuers, undermrritcrs, and trust-

in January. He also spoke on

ously served as the chair of the

Share is helping manage client

Section 1 2 1 issues at the ABA

Minnesota State Committee of

relationships primarily from

Governor Janet Napolitano in

officc. In March 2002, shc

\vas re-elcctcd attorncy general

as well as in the past tsvo pub-

the College.

the Lake Forest location. Prior

April named M a u r i c e ( M o )

was honored by Craln lc Detroit

of Colorado. Salazar, a fifth

lished editions, as the top prac-

to joining PrivateBank and

P o r t l e y to fill one of two

titioner in the area of employee

C a m e r o n H. P i g g o t t has

vacancies on thc Arizona Court

Bu~inessas one of the Detroit
area's " 100 Most Influential

generation Coloradan, bccamc
Colorado's first Hispanic attor-

hcnefits law. Larson serves as

T h o m a s S. N o w i n s k i ,

rejoined Dykema Gossett PLLC

Trust, Share was senior vice
president and trust officer at the

of Appeals. Portley had served

Women ."

ney gencral when he \+.asclcctcd

chair of the Employee Bcncfits

member of Clark Hill PLC,

as a member of the Real Estate

First Commercial Bank, also in

on the Superior Court since

to his first tcrm in 1998. Salazar

located in Detroit, Michigan,

Practice Group in the Detroit

Chicago.

1991.

was the speaker for the U-M

Committee of thc Taxation
Scction of thc Statc Bar of

has received the Steven

and Bloomfield Hills offices.

Taxation Section's conference in
May in \?lashington, D. C.

pal and school finance, resource

ees in the Dctroit, Michigan,

Law Department of Detroit,

Law School's commencement

Michigan and is thc treasurer of

H . Tobocman Award for

P i g o t t previously was president

J a m e s R. Y o u n g has joined

David Foltyn, partner in the

ccrcmonics in May. (See story

thc Michigan Employcc Benefits

Outstanding Volunteerism. The

and vice chairman ofVictor

the firm of O'Melveny &

Corporate Law Dcpartmcnt

on pagc 2S.)

Confcrcnce.

award, w h c h is named after a

International Corporation, a

Myers LLP as a partner in

Steve F e t t e r has formed

of Detroit, Michigan, hascd

1997 Law School graduate, is

developer of lifestyle communi-

the Washington, D. C., office

Regulation UnFettered, an

HoniCpanMiller Schwartz and

qiven annually to reco_pize one

ties like Bay Harbor in northern

and as a member of the firm's

energy advisory firm, and has

CO-Chairs: Thomas R. Fox and Patric~a
Lee Rffo; Honorary Co-Chair:
Barton R. Pctcrson
Committee: liblter 5. Calhoun; .itark
S. Demorest; Claudia Roberts Ellmann;
Katherine .4. Ern.in;l'ictor I? F~lipplnlJr.;
Stacr, bn Fox; .lfichael J. Hainer; Peter
.4. Jackson; Broderick D. Johnson; Jodle
Ill k i n g ; Thomas R. Lotterman; Erica
.4nne ,lfunzcI: Barton R. Peterson;John C.
Pctror~ski;Dorid . I . Rubenstcjn; H . .Itark
Stichel; Horvard S. Suskin; and Carl .4.
lblensteln

M a r k L. Kowalsky has
been reelected chair of the
qreater West Bloomfield Cable
Advisory Board, which oversees
implementation of the cable
television franchise in West
Bloomfield, Orchard Lake,
Keego Harbor, and Sylvan
Lake, Michgan . Kowalsky has
been a member of the board
since 1986. A partner in the
Bloomfield Hills law firm of
Hertz, Schram & Saretsky PC,
Komralsky's law practice concentrates on commercial litigation
and arbitration and securities
la\\r.

Criminal defense lawyer Luis
A g u i l a r has been elected judge
of the 120th District Court in El
Paso, Texas. Each district court
in the country has jurisdiction
over criminal and civil cascs.

C
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The American La~%;yer
has named

Kirk Davenport, head of the
Corporate Finance Practice of
Latham & Watkins and co-chair
of the Corporate Department
for the firm's NewYork office,
one the 45 "highest-performing members of the private bar
under the age of 45 ."The list

wholly-owned, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, based subsidiary of Pepper Hamilton
LLP. Plav~Maker,which also
has offices in Philadelpha,
Washington, D. C., and Palm

appeared in the periodical's
January 2003 edition. An expert
on high-yield debt and bridge
lending, Davenport has been

Beach, Florida, offers a variety
of services to the sports industry. Greenberg continues to be
a partner in Pepper Hamilton
and to head the firm's Sports
Industry Practice Group. He
also is president and managing

active in the field since the mid80s. Since the junk bond market
imploded in 1990, he has been

partner of the Altoona Curve,
the Class AA affiliate of the
Pittsburgh Pirates.

a leader in creating and handling
the bridge commitment letters
that have become standard in
institutional clients' transactions.

Marie R. Deveney, of the
Taxation and Estates Practice
Group of Dykema Gossett
PLLC in Ann Arbor, has been
elected to the American College
ofTrust and Estate Counsel.
To be elected, an attorney
must have specialized in estate
planning for at least 10 years,
contributed ~i~gnificantly
to
professional education by
regular and substantive writing
and speaking in professional
contexts, and be sponsored
by a member of the college.
Deveney lives in Ann Arbor and
taught at the Law School from
1987-91.

Charles M. Greenberg has
been named president and
CEO of PlayMaker Sports
Advisors LLC, a newly formed,
70
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Steven G . Brody has been
appointed practice group leader
of King & Spaulding LLP's
NewYork Business Litigation
Practice Group. He is located
in the firm's NewYork City
office. Prior to joining King
& Spaulding in 199 1, Brody
was a partner at Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft .
The members of Clark Hill
PLC, Detroit, Michgan, have
re-elected John Hern as
the chief executive officer of
the firm. In h s law practice,
Hern advises corporations of
all sizes, public and private,
on a wide range of issues such
as incorporation, financing,
leasing, contracting, mergers,
acquisitions, and leveraged
buyouts. He has extensive
experience interacting with
the Securities and Exchange
Commission. His international
law practice includes antitrust

issues and the application of
U.S. and European Economic
Communit\l antitrust laws in a
variety of contexts. Hern has
also developed expertise in the
area of trade secrets, confidentiality agreements, ownership and
transfer of proprietary information and developments, and
related legal fields.

Megan P. Norris, principal in
the Detroit, Michigan, office of
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and
Stone PLC, is a new inductee
under the category "Labor &
Employment Law" in The Best
Larryers in America, 2003 - 2004.
Norris practices in the areas of
employment litigation defense.
She is also the author of several
articles on employment law
and has been a frequent speaker
on employment issues such as
the Americans with Disability
Act, the Family and Medical
Leave Act, sexual harassment,
wrongful discharge, and discrimination. Norris is an active
participant ul professional and
community organizations.
Former State Representative
Andrew C. Richner has
joined Clark Hill PLC, Detroit,
Michigan, as a member of the

Pointes, and Harper Woods.
In 2002, he was elected to an
eight-year term as a member
of the Board of Regents of the
University of Michigan.

Reginald M. Turner has been
elected to serve on the Clark
Hill PLC (Detroit, Michlgan)
Executive Committee. Turner
is president of the State Bar of
Michigan and a \ice president
of the National Bar Association.
He has extensive experience in
labor and employment law and
qovernmental relations, is named
in The Best Lauyers in America, and
is a fellow of the American Bar
Foundation. Turner is a member
of the State Bar of Michigan's
Labor and Employment Section
Council, and is a member of the
labor and employment sections
of the American Bar Association,
the National Bar Association, and
the Detroit Metropolitan Bar
Association. He is chairman of the
City of Detroit Board of E h c s , a
vice chairman of the board of the
Detroit Institute ofArts, a dlrector of United Way Community
Services, and the Greater
Downtown Partnership Inc.

Wade M. Kennedy has joined

Anthony Ettore has been

the Charlotte, North Carolina,

awarded a University Fellowship
by Florida State University for
the 2003 - 2004 academic year

office of McGuireWoods LLP
as a partner in the Financial
Services Department. He
focuses his practice on bank
finance and commercial
lending. Prior to joining
McGuireWoods, Kennedy
was a partner at Helms Mulliss
&Wicker PLLC, also in
Charlotte.

Victor I. King is the new
qeneral counsel of California
State University, Los Angeles.
He was previously partner at
Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith
LLP, in Los Angeles, specializing in business and professional
liability litigation.

Jonathan L. Marks has
joined the Clucago, Illinois,
office of Katten Muchin Zavis
Rosenman as a partner in the
national Litigation Practice. He
previously served as an assistant
U.S. attorney for the Northern
District of Indiana handling matters including public corruption,
tax evasion, RICO, money laundering, bank fraud, insurance
fraud, and embezzlement and
fraud of employee pension and
benefit funds. He headed the

firm's new Government Policy
and Practice Group. He will
focus his practice on providing
advice and advocacy for clients
on matters of public policy.
Prior to his election to the State
Legislature, Richner served as
commissioner on the Wayne
County Board of Commissioners
representing Detroit, the Grosse

Julia Goatley has been

Northwest Public Corruption
Task Force, an interagency

Committee: Elizabeth M. Barry;
Bruce A. Courtade; .il!ichael H. Cramer;
Scott M! Fonrkes; Douglas A. Graham;
Charlotte Ha~~,kins
Johnson; hlrista D.
Kauper; Nicholas J. Stase11ich;rZ.David
Strandberg 1ll;AidanJ. Synnott; and
Mayelena Zoccardelli

group targeting public corruption in Indiana. In October
2002, Marks received the
Director's Award for Superior
Performance as an assistant U.S.
attorney.

to continue research begun with
the support of a Presidential
University Research Fellowship
for 2002 - 2003.The research
funds will allow him to continue
h s research in Costa Rica t h ~ s
summer. His end goal is a Ph.D.
in Environmental History.
Ettore practiced environmental
law with Holland & Knight
in Washington, D. C., and
Florida after graduating from
the Law School. He has spent
most of the last five years as
senior assistant general counsel
for the Enforcement Section
of the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection in
Tallahassee.

Rutter Hobbs & Davidoff, Los
Angeles, California, announced
that William R. Burford
has joined the firm's Estates
and Trusts Practice. Burford
advises clients on revocable and
irrevocable trusts, wills, powers
of attorney, charitable giving,
tax-exempt organizations,
fiduciary/ beneficiary conflicts,
and estate tax controversies.
Prior to joining Rutter Hobbs,
he was a litigator for two other
California law firms: O'Melvcny
& Myers, and Morrison &
Foerester.

appointed as director of compliance and associate general
counsel for the Jackson National
Life Insurance Company Legal
Department, Lansing, Michigan.
Goatley supervises Jackson
National's Market Conduct Unit
and market conduct-related
issues, and project management for compliance initiatives. She previously worked in
the Lansing office of Dykema
Gossett PLLC and practiced
in the Government Policy and
Practice Group in the areas of
insurance regulation and legislation, municipal finance, federal
lending, and corporate issues.

Fish & Neave has recently
named James E. Hopenfeld
partner in the Washington,
D. C., office. Hopenfeld previously worked in the Palo Alto
office. He specializes in litigation, focusing on trade secrets
and patents.

Neil Riemann has left h s
North Carolina-based firm to
co-found Penry Riemann PLLC
in Raleigh, North Carolina. The
firm tries, arbitrates, and appeals
a variety of commercial cases for
qeneral contractors, securities,
investor, policyholders, brokers,
and other companies.

torium . Judge Warren replaced
Judge Alice Gilbert, who retired
in December. He previously
was with The New Common
School Foundation, and was a
member of the State Board of
Education from 1999 - 2002.

Co-Chairs: Ibmber[y S. ,4lcanrara;
Oscar L. Alcanta-a; Colleen Barny; Daniel ,tl. Israel; and T~morhyL. If'illiams
Committee: Jonathan Barne/r.; Bruce
R. Bjrrd; .+lark .Malr,en; and Robert A.
.Nandel

Anthony J. Mavrinac has
been elected a principal of
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and
Stone PLC. Mavrinac practices in the Detroit, Michigan,
office's Financial Institutions
and Transactions Group. Since
joining the firm in 1995, he
has specialized in syndicated,
real estate, construction, and
equipment financing. He also
represents financial institutions
in connection with liquidity
facilities and letters of credit in
support of tax-exempt bonds,
U.S. Export-Import Bank p a r anteed loan facilities, and loan
work-out matters.

1994
Installation ceremonies for
Michlgan Sixth Circuit Court
Judge Michael Warren were
held in March at the Oakland
County Commissioner's audi-

David C. D Alessandro, who
works in the Dallas, Texas,
office ofVinson & Elkins, has
been elected to partnership.
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D Alessandro is a member of

Ohio, has announced the elec-

the U.S. District Court for the

was associate counsel with

of thc United Brotherhood

Deborah I. Ondersma has

the firm's employee benefits
and executive compensation

tion of Brian J. Kelly as a partner. Kelly focuses his practice

Northern District of Illinois.

Alcxander Hamilton Life
Insurance Company of Amcrica

of Carpenters and Joiners of
America. He lives in Columbus,

been elected partner atvarnum,
Riddering, Schmidt PI Howlett

(ERISA) practice area with

on representing management in

Eric R. Lamison has moved

and an attorney with thc Lcgal

experience in compensation
and benefits matters. He has

labor and employment law cases
before federal and state courts

(along with 1994 alumnus David
A. Breach) to San Francisco,

Department of Jefferson-Pilot
Life Insurance Company.

Ohio, with hi< wife, the Rev.
Dr. Sigrid Rothcr, and their
son, Peter.

LLP, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
A trial attorney with a concentration on tax litigation,

been active in implementing and

and administrative agencies. He
also extensively advises employ-

California, to open a Kirkland &
Ellis office in the Bay area.The

The Nashville,Tennessce, law

Salvador M. Llach has been

commercial business contract
disputes, and construction

ers on human resources management and litigation prevention.

new address is Kirkland Ellis,
3 3 3 Bush Street, 26th Floor,

firm Bass, Berry & Sims PLC has
named Bryan W. Metcalf as

clectcd junior partner of the
Boston, Massachusetts, law

litigation,she is also ser,ing as
the vice-chair of the Pathfinder

San Francisco, California 94104.

Resources Board of Directors.

administering various forms of
retirement plans and welfare
plans, as well as designing and

( 1, {,,
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joining Varnum ,Willis practiced la\v with a large Detroitbased firm.

Committee: ilarcla '4 Brugqeman;
Tung-.lfing Chan. Do1 ld S. Gingold;
Enca D h'lcm; R d c r r J. Ilagu~re:Jamec
E. .!!I crc Jr.; tlcrccdec f;E11~1
Tunstall;
Gllllan ,,bod

-- -7
-I-if-

Beryl Goldsweig writes
that she has been working as a

tax practice area and has a broad

commercial litigation with an

Dana Jr. of the Maine Supreme

range of experience in corporate

emphasis on antitrust counsel-

Judicial Court in Portland. Her

clerk to the Hon. Howard H.

and partnershp taxation, state

ing and litigation, and disputes

George M. Strander has

R. Lamison) to San Francisco,

Perrv is a member of the firm's

Carolina Press has published

and local taxation, and estate

among shareholders in closely

been h r e d as the probate court

held corporations. Llach has

administrator and probate

written on litigation issues for

register for the Ingham County

and gift taxation.

California, to open Kirkland

Business Litigation Practice

The Invention $Part/. Politics:

& Ellis's office in the Bay area.

Group, practicing in the areas

Federalism, Popular Sorrereignt/rl,

Breach is a corporate partner.

of employment and general

and Constitutional Development

Greg Stanton has joined the

Massachusetts Continuing Legal

Probate Court (Michgan).

litigation. In 2000, he received

i n Jacksonian Illinois, by Gerald

Phoenix, Arizona, office of Gust

Probate courts in Michigan han-

Douglas Choi has published

Business First's F o r 9 under

Leonard. T h s reinterpretive

Rosenfcld PLC to practice labor

Education Inc., and speaks on
commercial litigation topics.

dle matters involving decedent

The Tao oflao, his first book

Forty Award.

hstory depicts Jacksonian party-

and employment and educa-

He and his wife, Nora, reside in

estate administration, trusts,

Boston.

and the first published in the

builders as drawing on 18th

tion law. Stanton focuses on

United States on basketball star

century constitutional theory

counseling clicnts on employ-

quardianships and conservatorships, and mental health com-

to distinguish between "the

ment-related issues, including

John Millspaugh, an attorney

mitments. Before being hired b~

also is being published in China.

Laurie Callahan Endsley has

aristocracyf'and "the democ-

discrimination, harassment,

with the !ndianapolis, Indiana,

Choi is living in Seattle with his

been named chief operating offi-

racy," rather than as anticipators

wagc and hour issues, vvorkers'

wife, Janet, and son, Soren. He

cer at PricewaterhouseCoopers

is a part-time attorney with F5

in Russia. She has lived and

of 20th century political ideas.
Leonard is an associate professor

compensation, and unemployment. He also adviscs school

based firm of Bose McKinnev
k Evans LLP, has been elected

Ingham County, Strander served
as an analyst for the Michigan

to serve on the boards for the

Administrative Office. Strander

Network and is working toward

worked in Russia for six years,

at the Boston University School

district clients regarding student

Indiana Leadership Forum, a

also is a member of the Albion

Yao Ming. A version in Chinese

and formerly was director of

of Law.

operations and general counsel

discipline,

political education and devel-

spccial education law; and

opment service association,

attornev referee in the Family

and The Humane Society of

Division of Ingham County's
30th Circuit Court.

discipline, employee

at PricewaterhouseCoopers

Deborah L. McKenney has

procurement issues. In addi-

elected to partnershp in the

there. She also is a member

become a shareholder of Blanco

tion, hc scrves as a Phoenix city

Hamilton County, a nonprofit

San Antonio, Texas, firm Alun

of the American Chamber of

Tackabery Combs & Matamoros

councilman, volunteers as a Big

communitv organization.
Millspaugh is an associatc in
the Busincss Scrviccs Group

Gump Strauss Hauer Ir Feld

Commerce in Russia and has

PA, located in Winston Salem,

Brother, and was named the

LLP. A member of the Real

been completing hcr MBA at the

North Carolina. McKenney
practices in the business transac-

2002 Big Brothcr of theycar.

University of Chicago.

appointed to the Council of
the State Bar of Michigan
Computer Bar Section. She is
with Rawnond & Prokop PC in
Southfield, Michigan, and practices nith the Business Services
Group. She also is a member of
the firm's Technolop Industry
Group.

Dana C. Je\vell has joined
the Dallas,Texas, office of
Fulbright & Jaworski LLP,
on intellectual property matters in the areas of trademarks,
copyrights, and Internet law.
She has assisted clients \\it11
securing intellectual property
rights in the United Statcs and

before the Trademark Trial and

sci-tcch section. He focuscs his

Detroit spokc on "Dealing
with CriscsTodav: Important

LaShonda Hunt has joined

real estate, corporate transac-

practice areas on mergers and

New Roles for Nonprofit

concentration in representing

tions, and general business law,

Thomas B. Cochrane has

acquisitions, general business

Organizations" this spring

concentrating on low-income

hccomc director of the Labor

and corporate la\v, vcnture

in a program presented by

capital, and entreprcncurial

the University of Michigan's

services.

Nonprofit and Public

development, financing, leasing,

of Illinois as an assistant U.S.

housing tax credit transac-

Relations Section of the Ohio

and sale of retail properties.

attorney in the Civil Division.

tions and historic tax credit

Nurses Association. He previ-

She previously had clcrked for

transactions. Prior to joining

ously was general counsel

Managcmcnt Ccntcr. Tobocman

Frantz Ward LLP in Cleveland,

the Hon. William J. Hibblcr of

Blanco Tackabery, McKenney

to thc Great Lakes Council

is the former cxccutivc director

2003. She was prompted

to \\rite because her name
and clerkshp position did not
appear in the clerkship list that
appeared in the previous issue of
Law Quadrangle h t e s . The Law

School relies on clerks to notify
it of their positions because it
track graduates who accept
clerkships.

where she focuses her practice

protecting clients' rights via
civil litigation and proceedings

the United States Attorney's

clerkshp term is AuLgust2002
- July

has no wrav independentl? to

abroad and her practice includes
Michigan State Representative

commercial real estate, with a

Office in the Northern District

Marla S. Carew has been

Steven H. Tobocman of

at Bose, \vherc hc chairs thc

tions area including commercial

Group, Cohen focuses on

Supreme Court's State Court

City Council and serves as an

Andrew S. Cohen has been

Spring 2003
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erty partner.
The University of North
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elected partner in Hodgson Russ
the Buffalo, New York, office.
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holder relations, and probate
and estate planning. Prior to

firm Nuttcr McClennen Ir Fish
LLP His practice focuses on

(along with 1995 alumnus Eric

clients in\~olvcdin all aspects of

REUNION

a member of the firm. Mctcalf
concentrates his practice in the

Attornevs LLP. He is resident in

Estate and Finance Practice

5TH

Lamison is an intellectual prop-

David A. Breach has moved

his degree in psychotherapy.

mergers and acquisitions, share-

Adam W. Perry has been

maintaining executive compensation programs.

<

13c)

Appeal Board.

Michael J. Willis has joined
Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt

Ir Ho~vlcttLLP1sKalamazoo,
Michigan, officc as a corporatc
and estate planning attornev
specializing in fornlations,

Jennifer A. Buckley has
joined the national la\\, firm
of Baker Ir Hostetler LLP's
Cleveland, Ohio, office.W h l e
earning her J.D., Buckley was
associate editor and contributing editor of the Unir.crsik\, o f
.Ihchigan Journal o f Law Rlform,

participatcd in the Child
Advocacy Law Clinic, and was
a clerk in thc L1.S. Attornev's
Office, Northern District of
Ohio.

Christine E. Gale has joined
the Detroit, Michigan, office of
Warner Norcross & Judd LLP

of Community Legal Service.; in
Dctroit.
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as an associate. Gale earned her

Timothy J. Lundgren has

Brittan Strangways has

J.D., cum laude, participated in

joined Varnurn, Riddering,

joined Varnum, Riddering,

the Campbell Moot Court, and

Schmidt & Howlett LLP's

was an associate editor of the

Grand Rapids, Michgan,

Schmidt & Howlett LLP's
Grand Rapids, Michgan,

Michigan Journal $International

office as an associate in the

office as an associate in the

Law.

Environmental Practice Group.

Environmental Practice Group.

Andrew Toftey writes that he

Matthew D. Johnson has

Matthew P. Misiak has joined

joined the Grand Rapids,

the Detroit, Michigan, office of

is clerlung for the Hon. Gerald

Michgan, office ofWarner

Warner Norcross & Judd LLP

W. Heaney of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit.

Norcross & Judd LLP as an

as an associate. Prior to joining

associate. W h l e earning his

the firm, Misiak clerked for

He was prompted to write

J.D., he served as executive

the Appalachian Research and

because his name and clerk-

articles editor of the Michigan

Defense Fund of Kentucky.

s h p position did not appear
in the clerkship list that was

Telecommunications and Technology

printed in the previous issue of

Rockford, Johnson has served

Lora M. Reece and Aaron J.
Rupert have joined the national

as a volunteer firefighter with

law firm of Baker & Hostetler

School relies on clerks to notify

the Algoma Townshp Fire

LLP's Cleveland, O h o , office.

it of their positions because it

Department since 1993.

Reece earned her bachelor's

has no way independently to

Law Review. A resident of

Law Quadrangle Notes. The Law

degree, summu cum laude, from

track graduates who accept

Warner Norcross & Judd LLP

North Carolina State University,

clerkshps.

has announced that Marina

where she was a member of the

E. Lamps has joined its Grand

P h Kappa Phi Honor Society.

Rapids, Michigan, office as an

Rupert earned his law degree,

associate. While earning her

cum laude, and earned his bache-

J.D., Lamps co-founded the

lor's degree, cum laude, from the

Catholic Law Club and was

College of Wooster.

secretary of the Criminal Law
Society.

Warner Norcross & Judd LLP
has announced that Todd W.

James L. Larson has joined

Simpson has joined the Grand

the Grand Rapids, Michigan,

Rapids, Michigan, office as an

office of Warner Norcross

associate. Simpson earned h s

& Judd LLP as an associate.

J.D., magna cum laude, he also

Prior to joining WN&J, Larson

worked for the National City

spent three years at Kmart's

Bank in Kalamazoo for four

International Headquarters in

years, primarily as an estate

Troy, Michigan, where he was

settlement specialist, where he

a merchandise planner and mer-

was responsible for oversee-

chandise logistics analyst.

ing the settlement of estates in
Indiana and southwest Michigan.
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'26
'27
'29
'30

Peter M~ichell

John T. Ryan

L Welch Pogue
Lyman B Avery

5/10/2003
2/3/2002
10/25/2002
3/3/2002
1 /7/2003
9/19/2001
5/1 1 /ZOO2
11/1/2001
5/19/2000
7/30/2000
12/1/2000
11/13/2000
9/19/2001
6/26/2002

Ralph M Besse
Marvln L Nlehuss
Joel Kell &ley

' 31

Harold M Karls

'32
' 33

Herman H Copelon

Gordon C Reeves
Katherine Kempfer Doran
Mlchael Glmbel
Evan J Reed

'34

Fred W Albertson
Aaron. Beser
Leonard J Weiner

Russell W. Baker Sr.
Raymond M. Crossman Jr.
Roger H. Muzzall
Keith K. Nicolls
Robert John Salvesen
James J. Wilson
John R. Dellenback
John Carlton Elam
James R. Fredrickson
John W Gorn
Roger Elliot Hammer
Robert M. Waer
Paul W. Cook
Hugh B. Muir
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Russell W. DeForest
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William B. Lynch Jr.

'35
'36

'38

' 39

'40
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Thomas C. Egan Jr.

Robert M. Sheldon

Birney M. Vanbenschoten

Van E. Blanchard

William R. Bagby

Larry A. Esclulsen

Julian A. Gregory

Robert C. Free

Frank Scott Kennedy

Dal-id P. Wood

Reino S. Koivunen

John R. Potter

Michael R. Spaniolo

John K. Cannon

Thomas D. Baldwin

William C. Todia

Arthur A. Greene Jr.

J. Martin Cornell

Fred C. Newman

Erwin A. Elias (LL.M.)

James W. Stoudt
Martha Wright Griffiths

James E. Wilson

V\iilliain Lee Howland

'41

el

Morton Jacobs
JohnInJ. Curnmiskey

Thomas H. Adams Jr.
David P. Truax
Renato L. Delafuenta (LL.M.)
Arthur W. Dulemba Jr.

Edward P. Froldich

Peter E. Nygh

Robert L. Gillis

Timothy A. PataIan

Sanluel Krugliak

Christine M u l e Anderson

Everett Prosser

'42 John K. McInty-e
Douglas B. Remmers
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